In this study, bubble dynamics and frictional pressure drop associated with gas liquid two-phase slug flow regime in adiabatic T-junction square microchannel has been investigated using CFD. A comprehensive study on the mechanism of bubble formation via squeezing and shearing regime is performed. The randomness and recirculation profiles observed in the squeezing regime are significantly higher as compared to the shearing regime during formation of the slug. Further, effects of increasing gas velocity on bubble length are obtained at fixed liquid velocities and simulated data displayed good agreement with available correlations in literature. The frictional pressure drop for slug flow regime from simulations are also obtained and evaluated against existing separated flow models. A regression correlation has also been developed by modifying C-parameter using separated flow model, which improves the prediction of two-phase frictional pressure drop data within slug flow region, with mean absolute error of 10 %. The influences of fluid properties such as liquid viscosity and surface tension on the two-phase frictional pressure drop are also investigated and compared with developed correlation. The higher liquid viscosity and lower surface tension value resulted in bubble formation via shearing regime.
Introduction
Microfluidic systems offer opportunities for process automation as well as large-scale integration for chemical and biological systems. This holds potential for development of process intensification techniques such as Lab-on-a-Chip (LOC) and Micrototal-analysis-system (μTAS). Additionally, small sample sizes allow rapid, low cost, and highly sensitive analysis of chemical and biological samples in these systems 1 . The microfluidic system reduces transport distances and dilutions caused by Taylor dispersion. In addition, introduction of a new phase into these systems further reduces transport distances and dilutions caused by Taylor dispersion. Simultaneously, it increases the interfacial area and rate of self-mixing with formation of dispersions, bubble/droplets and films 2 . As a result, higher rate of heat and mass transfer is achieved in the multiphase microfluidic systems.
Many physical, chemical, and biological processes often involve gas liquid operations. Gas liquid two-phase flow in microfluidic systems provides efficient and economical stage for performing controlled fast reactions, mixing, separation, material synthesis, controlled generation and manipulation of dispersed micro-bubbles/droplets. Moreover, individual bubbles/droplets can be precisely generated, transported, sorted, mixed, controlled and analyzed. These micro-bubbles/droplets offer potential for compartmentalizing biological and chemical reactions within picolitre/nanolitre scale, similar to cellular levels. Further, these micro-bubbles/droplets have wide applications in the field of biomolecule synthesis, biomedical technology, diagnostics, drug delivery, and nanotechnology 1 . Due to prevailing interfacial forces as compared to inertial forces, the physics of a microfluidic system differs significantly from macro-systems. The interfacial forces have significant influence on microfluidic multiphase flow behavior 3 . At present, the complex hydrodynamics, interaction between forces and relationships among different parameters in microfluidic systems are not universal and well established. Therefore, better insight on microfluid-3D; Curved microchannels (mixed, T-and Y-) of d: 0.5 mm, Water and air Fluent/ Fixed Frame For low curvature ratio non-uniformity in the slug formation was more pronounced as compared to the higher curvature ratios. Surface tension, viscosity and wall adhesion had major influence on slug flow development. Viscosity was more dominant in curved microchannels as compared to the straight microchannels.
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2D, axisymmetric geometry, d: 1 mm with two gas nozzle sizes of 0.11 and 0.34 mm ID, Air and three liquids (water, octane and semi-octane) CFX/ Fixed Frame Bubble formation mechanism and bubble size at different operating conditions and fluid properties was investigated. Increase in nozzle size and contact angles favor the formation of larger bubbles. Surface tension had higher influence on bubble size than viscosity and density. ic systems is required in order to broaden the existing knowledge and expertise on these systems. In the literature, numerous experimental investigations are reported on the hydrodynamics and flow characteristics of gas liquid two-phase flow in microfluidic systems over the years [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Several flow patterns such as bubbly, slug/Taylor, churn, annular and dispersed have been observed in the gas liquid two-phase flow. These flow patterns develop in different flow conditions, fluid's nature, channel size, geometry and wettability of the microfluidic system. The flow pattern maps 4, 7, 8, 10 indicate that slug flow usually dominates over other flow patterns for wide-ranging operating conditions in microfluidic systems. The slug flow is characterized by alternate sequences of cylindrical shaped liquid slugs and gas bubbles. The diameter of the bubbles is in range of the hydraulic diameter of channel or greater. These gas bubbles fill the entire cross section of the channel with thin film of the liquid separating bubbles from the wall of channel. Slug flow provides enhanced stability, control, safety, higher heat and mass transfer rate due to reduced axial distance, higher radial mixing, and large interfacial area.
Numerical studies on microfluidic slug flow
The continuous evolution and advancement in the field of efficient multiphase flow modelling, interface capturing, pre-processor, solver and post-processing techniques have made CFD codes/ software a powerful tool for analysing and designing systems which involve fluid flow, heat and mass transfer. The numerical studies in the field of the microfluidic flow are increasing rapidly as they may provide detailed, precise and reliable information on parameters as compared to experimental results which are uneconomical and often erroneous. Interface tracking techniques such as volume of fluid (VOF) method is one of the popular ways for tracking interfaces in multiphase flow. Recently, many authors had examined hydrodynamics, flow characteristics and related parameters of the slug flow in microfluidic systems using VOF method. Mostly, fixed and moving frame computational domains were employed to simulate slug flow using VOF methods in these studies.
Taha and Cui 14-16 applied control volume method using VOF method and studied hydrodynamics of slug flow in terms of velocity field, wall shear stress distribution, bubble shape and velocity profile at different capillary numbers in two-dimensional capillary and three-dimensional square capillary with refined grid near wall by means of moving frame simulation. The simulated results of bubble shape, wall shear stress and velocity profiles were in good agreement with previous experimental results. In another benchmark study, Qian and Lawal 17 investigated Taylor flow in T-junction microchannel using VOF method with varying cross sections of the channel ranging from 0.25 mm to 3 mm in fixed frame two-dimensional geometry. They reported gas and liquid slug length at various flow rates, diameters, fluid properties and inlet configurations. The gas and liquid slug lengths were increased with increase in their respective fluid velocity, and dimensionless slug sizes (L g /d and L l /d) were found to be mainly dependent on phase hold up. Liquid viscosity had no major impact on slug lengths, whilst the surface tension and wall adhesion affected slug lengths moderately. In addition, non-uniformity in slug size increased with increasing fluid velocity. Kumar et al. 18 studied Taylor flow in curved microreactors at different operating conditions and reported influences of the inlet geometry conditions, flow rates, channel diameters, curvature ratio, inlet volume fraction, wall contact angle and fluid properties on slug length. They observed that the effect of fluid viscosity was more pronounced in curved microchannels than straight microchannels. Guo and Chen 19 studied the mechanism of bubble formation, effect of capillary number, gas and liquid velocity, contact angles and fluid properties on the slug lengths. The squeezing regime was reported on low Ca number while shearing regime was found at high Ca number. Also, for the formation of the bubbles, a threshold value of wall contact angle for different capillary number was proposed. Gupta et al. 20 carried out CFD simulation of Taylor flow in circular channel of diameter 0.5 mm and length of 10d having air and water as the working fluids using commercial software Fluent. The VOF method, CSF method and QUICK scheme were adopted and suggested the use of finer mesh near the wall in order to capture wall liquid film. Santos and Kawaji 21,22 compared void fraction and slug length of the gas liquid system in nearly square-shaped T-junction microchannel of hydraulic diameter 113 µm experimentally and numerically. The void fraction predicted numerically had linear relationship with homogeneous void fraction while values obtained experimentally depend upon ratio of superficial velocities (U g /U l ). The simulated gas slug length was similar in size to that obtained experimentally for slug length less than 400 μm while they were dissimilar for longer slug sizes. In few other numerical studies, heat and mass transfer in microfluidic devices were also investigated [23] [24] [25] [26] . A comprehensive summary of numerical studies based on VOF model in two-phase microfluidic flow is presented in Table 1 . However, numerical studies have not been reported so far on the modelling of two-phase frictional pressure drop in microfluidic devices employing CFD. As a result, an attempt has been made in the present study to investigate bubble dynamics and two-phase frictional pressure drop associated with slug flow regime for adiabatic T-junction square microchannel using CFD.
Numerical methodology Model geometry
In the present investigation, a T-junction square microchannel having hydraulic diameter (d H ) 1 mm is initially prepared and meshed in ANSYS. The fluid inlets are constructed at an angle of 90°. The lengths of square-shaped fluid inlets are 2 mm. The length of mixing zone is kept 150 mm long, so that the mixing effect of two fluids can be easily captured, and the fully developed flow can be observed. The longer channel length also enabled observing stability and uniformity of bubble size at several flow conditions. The three-dimensional T-junction microchannel is shown in Fig. 1 . The water and air are taken as working fluids. The fluids are fed separately through two different inlets of T-junction to mixing zone. The water is fed horizontally while gas is introduced vertically into the channel. The physical properties of fluids used in the present simulation are mentioned in Table 2 .
Governing equations
The volume of fluid (VOF) method 41 has been adopted for tracking locations of interface between gas and liquid phases by solving additional continuity equation for volume fraction for one of the phases. In the VOF method, two or more phases are considered as immiscible and for each control volume, the volume fractions of all phases sum up to unity. For each additional fluid phase, i, introduced in the system, a new volume fraction term (α i ) is added as a variable in the computational cell, i.e. -α i = 0: the cell is empty of the i th phase. -α i = 1: the cell is full of the i th phase. -0<α i <1: the cell contains the interface between the i th phase and one or more other phases.
A single set of the continuity and momentum equations is solved throughout the computational domain. The continuum surface force (CSF) model 42 is employed to model surface tension as an extra body force in momentum equation. The continuity and momentum equation of the VOF formulations of two-phase flow are as follows:
Equation of continuity:
Volume fraction equation:
where, The simulations are performed in ANSYS FLUENT 15.0 release using double-precision solvers with fixed frame 3D computational domain. Before simulation process, grid independency tests are conducted to ensure optimum mesh spacing. As the present study is primarily focussed on investigation of two-phase frictional pressure drop in slug flow region, the cell numbers are increased until the data obtained for two-phase frictional pressure drop are grid independent. Different cell numbers ranging from 153000 to 425456 were used for this purpose. The present computational geometry contains 298753 hexahedral cells. The courant number is 
fixed at 0.25 and time step size is in order of 10 -5~1 0 -6 second in present simulations. The wall adhesion is turned on and the contact angle is kept at default condition at 90°. 18 The surface tension value is kept at 0.072 N m -1 . The no-slip walls condition is applied. Water is assigned as primary phase and air as secondary phase. Pressure-implicit with staggering option (PISO) scheme is selected for the pressure velocity coupling, with neighbour correction value as one. For the spatial discretization, green gauss cell based method for gradient, Pressure staggering option (PRESTO!) scheme for pressure, second order upwind scheme for momentum equation with geo-Reconstruct scheme for volume fraction were adopted as solution methods. The transient formulation first order implicit with non-iterative time advancement is set in current simulation. For slug flow region, gas and liquid flow rates ranges were adopted from the flow regime map of 4 . The flow rates of both gas and liquid used in the present simulation ranged from 0.025-0.5 m s -1 . The flow conditions are laminar and capillary number is in the range of 10 -4 -10 -2 in all simulations. The scaled residual for continuities and velocities ranged around 10 -4 and 10 -8 , respectively, under these conditions.
Results and discussion
Effect of capillary number on bubble formation Capillary number (Ca) is defined as the ratio of viscous to interfacial forces. It is an important dimensionless number, used to characterize two-phase flow behavior in microfluidic devices and can be represented by the following correlation:
The value of Ca lies typically in the range of 10 -4 -10 -2 for microfluidic devices as reported by Garstecki et al. 43 The authors studied the process of droplet and bubble formation in microfluidic T-junctions geometry using the liquid-liquid two-phase flow system and divided bubble formation mechanism into two regimes, i.e., squeezing and shearing regime. The squeezing regime is observed at low capillary number where interfacial forces were dominant and formation of bubbles were not dominated by shear stresses; rather it emerged from pressure drop across the emerging bubbles. At high capillary number, shear forces come into play and the formation of bubbles get dominated by shearing stresses of continuous phase which shear off the emerging bubbles. Van Steijn et al. 44 and Guo and Chen 19 also observed and confirmed bubble formation mechanism through squeezing and shearing regime using experimental and numerical investigations in microfluidic devices. Their studies showed that the formation of bubbles mainly depends on the ratio of fluid flow rate and channel dimension. The typical values of capillary number for transition between these two regimes are in the order of 10 -3 . In the present study, the effects of capillary number on the bubble formation mechanism are studied. The squeezing regimes are observed at low capillary numbers (10 -4~1 .5·10 -3
) and shearing regimes appeared at high capillary numbers (1.5·10 -3
~10
-2 ) in slug flow region, as shown in Figs. 2 and  3 . In addition, the bubble formation followed shearing regime only with increase in velocity of continuous phase (water) and remained almost unaffected by increasing velocity of the dispersed phase (gas). During simulations, a higher degree of randomness and recirculation is observed near gas liquid interface in the squeezing regime compared to the shearing regime, as illustrated by the velocity vectors in Figs. 2 and 3 respectively. In shearing regime, fluids velocity vectors are moving parallel to each other in both phases under the influence of shearing forces. While, in squeezing regime, chaotic movements of velocity vectors are observed. Also, mixing is decreased along the direction near to wall. Hence, the observed rate of mixing between fluids is higher in squeezing regimes in two-phase microfluidic flow.
Effect of flow rates on bubble length
The bubble/droplet length is an important parameter in slug flow characterization and is crucial for determination of mass transfer in the microfluidic devices 45, 23, 46, 47 . The bubble lengths are a function of channel diameter, gas/ liquid flow rates, and their physical properties. Some previous investigators had studied bubble length and proposed correlations which are listed in Table 3 .
In the present investigation, the effect of increasing gas velocity on bubble length is studied at a fixed liquid velocity of 0.05 m s 12 as shown in Fig. 4 . It is clearly evident from the figure that the bubble length increases with increase in gas velocity at a fixed liquid velocity, and this trend continues to the boundaries of the slug flow regime. On further increase in gas velocity, the channel becomes entirely filled with the gas phase. In addition, the trend obtained is similar to that predicted by previous correlations Eq. (7) (8) (9) (10) of capillary number, the bubble sizes are uniform along the length of the channel; however, increasing liquid velocity induced non-uniformity in the bubble sizes in the channel. In the present study, the non-uniformity was observed near Ca~1.5·10 -3 . Therefore, more controlled and uniformly sized bubbles can be generated in the squeezing regime (Fig. 5) Two-phase frictional pressure drop in slug flow regime An extensive knowledge of flow regimes, pressure drop and void fraction is required in design, development and control of the microfluidic devices. In the adiabatic two-phase horizontal flow, the total pressure drop considerably depends on frictional pressure drop. In recent times, separated flow model has been employed more frequently to model two-phase frictional pressure drop in microfluidic devices. In separated flow models, it is assumed that each phase flows separately with different velocity and with their actual properties in its section of the channel. The frictional pressure gradient can be calculated using the two-phase frictional multiplier, 2 l f , and the Martinelli parameter, X 2 , as follows:
where (dp/dz) l and (dp/dz) g are frictional pressure drop gradients when liquid and gas are assumed to flow in the channels alone, respectively. On the right-hand side of Eq. 6, "1" represents liquid-only pressure drop, "1/X 2 " represents gas-only pressure drop, and "C/X" represents interaction between liquid phase and gas phase. The parameter "C" represents the interactional effect of the two-phase flow, which is a function of gas-liquid system and Table 4 . Also, Kruetzer et al. 58 proposed frictional pressure drop model by modifying friction factor (f Re ). 
 However, the shortcoming of this equation is that it needs information about slug length (l s ). The determination of slug length requires the use of sophisticated technologies such as high speed camera, lenses, and careful examination. Moreover, the slug lengths may vary with flow conditions and are non-uniform in shearing flow regime. In such cases, the application of the above model, which requires slug length to predict two-phase frictional pressure drop of entire channel, will be quite a puzzling task. In this regard, prediction of the frictional pressure drop in microfluidic system is better with separated flow model, which requires information regarding physical properties and flow rates of the fluids only.
Evaluation of existing correlations of two-phase frictional pressure drop for slug flow
The previous investigations for prediction of the two-phase frictional pressure drop in microfluidic devices have largely been experimental and no attempts have been made so far to study this problem by numerical simulation. In the present study, the two-phase frictional pressure drop associated 
The static pressure behaviour along the flow domain of channel in fully developed slug flow is illustrated in Fig. 6 . A sharp rise in static pressure is observed at the T-junction due to interaction between two fluids. Also, pressure is higher at gas-liquid interface than the pressure of both neighbour phases. The two-phase frictional pressure drop data as a function of gas liquid flow rates in the microchannel is plotted in Fig. 7 . The two-phase frictional pressure drop data obtained in this simulation is found to increase with increasing fluid velocities similar in many other studies 6, 5, 47 . The simulated data are also compared with the data obtained with the available correlation of Lockhart and Martinelli 50 Table 5 . The mean absolute error is defined as:
, ,
where N is the number of data points. 54 and Lee and Lee 53 are similar as shown in Fig. 8 (b-d) . Most of the evaluated correlations are found inconsistent with the simulated results for slug flow regime. The simulated results display reasonable agreement with Kim and Mudawar's 57 correlation, followed by correlations of Hwang and Kim 55 and Li and Wu 56 as shown in Fig.  8 (a, g, h, and k) . The reason for reasonable agreement of these correlations can be expected as these authors have incorporated the contribution of the interfacial forces in terms of some dimensionless numbers in their expression of the C-parameter. However, maximum and minimum deviations observed between simulated and predicted data using these correlations are very high and beyond the range of ±30 % as shown in the Table 5 .
New correlation for frictional pressure drop for the slug flow
The attempt is made to develop separated flow model exclusively for slug flow regime incorporating fluid properties such as surface tension and viscosity in terms of dimensionless numbers in the C-parameter to capture frictional pressure drop profile precisely. In order to fit the entire simulated data of slug flow regime, a new correlation is developed on the basis of separated flow model by modifying C-parameter proposed in Kawahara et al.
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The new correlation is as follows: 
The proposed correlation predicts entire simulated data of the present investigation in the slug flow regime within MAE of 10 %. The maximum and minimum deviation of errors between data obtained from simulation and proposed correlation is +22.5 % and -15.4 %, respectively as given in Table 5 and Fig. 9 . Both maximum and minimum deviations of errors are observed at flow conditions close to boundary region of slug flow regime. Furthermore, the present correlation allowed capturing the trends of variation in liquid properties much more efficiently than other correlations.
Effect of surface tension and viscosity on slug flow hydrodynamics A number of simulations with varying liquid properties in microchannel are performed. The influence of variations in liquid viscosity and surface tension on the hydrodynamics of slug flow in adiabatic T-junction square microchannel is investigated. The increasing liquid viscosity resulted in the increase in capillary number and favoured the bubble formation via shearing regime (Fig. 10) . At lower surface tension, the bubble formation followed shearing regime, while, at higher values of surface tension, bubbles are formed via squeezing regime, as illustrated in Fig. 11 . The stratified flow is observed as surface tension approached zero. The bubbles formed are more uniformly sized at higher surface tension in comparison to lower surface tension value. Since the shearing flow regime has lower mixing as compared to squeezing regime, mixing is decreased in fluids with low surface tension and high viscosity. Furthermore, the two-phase frictional pressure drop varied linearly with increase in liquid viscosity, as shown in Fig. 12a . However, twophase frictional pressure drop slightly varied with increasing the surface tension (Fig. 12b) . A sharp fall in two-phase frictional pressure drop is observed as flow regimes deviate from slug flow to stratified flow. The trends of two-phase frictional pressure drop by varying liquid properties are also compared using a newly developed correlation (Fig.  12) , which is able to capture data trends very efficiently, except at lower surface tension close to zero.
Hence, the present correlation can be used for prediction of frictional pressure drop in gas liquid two-phase slug flow regime in square and other geometric shaped microfluidic devices. Furthermore, the present correlation can be applied for prediction of frictional pressure drop in slug flow with non-uniform slug lengths.
Conclusions
The gas liquid two-phase slug flows in adiabatic T-junction square microchannel (d H = 1 mm) have been investigated using volume of fluid (VOF) technique with ANSYS FLUENT software. The bubble dynamics and two-phase frictional pressure drop were studied. At low capillary number (low liquid velocity), bubbles formed in accordance with the squeezing regime; while at high capillary number (high liquid velocity) the formation of bubbles followed the shearing regime. From the numerical studies, it is observed that mixing is higher in squeezing regime as compared to shearing regime. Further, the bubble length is found as a function of diameter and ratio of gas to liquid flow rates, and displayed a similar trend as predicted by the correlations of Qian and Lawal
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, van Steijn et al. 44 , Pohorecki and Kula 48 , Sobieszuk et al. 49 and Kawahara et al. 12 The two-phase frictional pressure drop for slug flow regimes has been investigated and evaluated with existing separated flow models reported in literature. Most of the evaluated correlations were found to be inconsistent with the simulated data for slug flow regime. However, correlations of Kim and Mudawar 57 , Hwang and Kim 55 and Li and Wu 56 are in good agreement with simulated data. In order to fit the entire two-phase frictional pressure drop data for the slug flow regime of the present investigation, a new correlation has been developed on the basis of separated flow model by modifying C-parameter of Kawahara et al. 11 The newly developed correlation predicted simulated two-phase frictional pressure drop data of slug flow region satisfactorily with MAE of 10 %. Additionally, simulations were also performed to investigate the effect of fluid properties on slug flow hydrodynamics. The higher liquid viscosity and lower surface tension value resulted in bubble formation via shearing regime. The two-phase frictional pressure drop varied linearly with increase in liquid viscosity, while it was affected slightly with increase in surface tension, except at values close to zero. In addition, this study indicates that VOF method is an efficient tool for realizing and analysing slug flow in microfluidic devices. 
